Fulbright Specialty Awards

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS:

Finland-Lappeenranta University of Technology

Mexico-Binational Internships

Spain-International MBA

Spain-Master’s in International Management (undersubscribed program!)

Spain-IE School Master’s in Market Research & Consumer Behavior (undersubscribed program!)

Spain-IE School Master’s in Business Analytics & Big Data (undersubscribed program!)

Taiwan-National Cheng Kung University Awards in Creative Industries Design

Taiwan-National Taiwan University Award in Agricultural Economics

UK-Strathclyde University Research Award

UK-University College London Technology Entrepreneurship Award

ENVIRONMENT:

Canada-RBC Freshwater Initiative Awards

Iceland-National Science Foundation Arctic Research Grants

Indonesia-Research, Science, and Technology (FIRST) Awards

Netherlands-Fellowship in Flood Management

Singapore-Urban Planning & Sustainable Design Awards

U.S. Fulbright-National Geographic Fellowship

FINE, APPLIED AND PERFORMING ARTS:

Austria-IFK Advanced Study in Austrian Applied Arts

France-Marillonet Fellowship

Ireland-Taught Masters in Creative Writing

Ireland-Masters in Creative Process
Ireland-Masters Irish Writing & Film Award

mtv-U Award

Switzerland-Worldwide competition in music and fine & performing arts (in addition to regular grants)

Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music & Dance

UK-Roehampton University Award in Dance

UK-John Wood LAMDA Award in Classical Acting

JOURNALISM AND MEDIA:

Germany-Beginning Professional Journalists (undersubscribed program!)

Spain-IE School, Master’s in Visual and Digital Media

Spain-IE School, Master’s in Corporate Communication

Taiwan-National Chengchi University Awards in International Communications Studies

PUBLIC HEALTH:

Ghana-Fulbright-Fogarty Fellowships in Public Health (PhD or post-3rd yr Med School)

Iceland-National Science Foundation Arctic Research Grants

Indonesia-Public Health Research & Theory

Italy-Research Grant for Deafness (Graduate Students)

Peru- A Variety of Programs in Viral, Bacterial, Epidemiological, and Public Health

Thailand-Research Institute for Health Sciences (Post third year of PhD. programs in Health Sciences)

UK-Aberdeen University, Health Services

MEDICAL RESEARCH:

Bangladesh-International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research (Candidates for Doctoral Degrees in MCB, Immunology, and Microbiology or Core Clinical Training Completed)

Botswana-Harvard AIDS Initiative Institute (PhD only)

Brazil-Federal University of Bahia (Post-third year of Medical School)
China-Cancer Research (PhD only)

China-Guangdong Provincial STD Control Center Fellowship (PhD only)

Kenya-Multiple Medical Research Possibilities (PhD or post-3rd yr Med School)

Malawi-Variety of Programs Related to Public Health (Must have 3 years of Medical School Completed)

Netherlands-Fellowship for Childhood Cancer Research (undersubscribed program!)

Uganda-Infectious Disease Institute (3 years of Medical School completed or PhD. students in Health Sciences)

Zambia-Infectious Disease Institute (Completed Clinical Rotations or PhD. candidates in Biostatistics or Epidemiology)

STEM DISCIPLINES:

Australia-variety of CSIRO Postgraduate Scholarships (PhD students only)

Canada-STEM Awards (for students planning to pursue PhD at Canadian partner institutions)

Chile-Science Initiative Awards

Finland-Lappeenranta University of Technology

Iceland-National Science Foundation Arctic Research Grants

Indonesia-Research Specific to the Study of Science and Technology

Netherlands-Delft University of Technology Applied Sciences Scholarship

UK-Imperial College London Award

UK-University College London Technology Entrepreneurship Award

COMPARATIVE CULTURAL STUDIES:

Austrian-Hungarian Joint Research Award

Austria-IFK Grant

Bulgaria-Greece Joint Research Award

Bulgarian-Romanian Joint Research Award

Finland-Center for International Mobility Grant
Finland-University of Turku Graduate Award
Greece-Turkey Joint Research Award
Portugal-Instituto Camoes Study/Research Grant
Taiwan-National Chengchi University Awards in Asia-Pacific Studies

CLASSICS:

Greece-American School of Classical Studies Award

LANGUAGE STUDY:

Icelandic Ministry of Education and Culture
Ireland-Irish Language

Egypt-Grants available for full-time Arabic study

POLITICAL SCIENCE/LEGAL STUDIES/PUBLIC POLICY:

Australia-Ann Wexler Master’s Award in Public Policy
Austria-Diplomatic Academy Grant
Hungary-Antall Jozsef Fellowship Grant at Corvinus University of Budapest
Hungary-Academy of Sciences Constitutional Law Grant (Master and PhD level only)
Italy-Master in Public Administration at SDA BOCCONI
Italy-Research in Criminology and Rule of Law at Fondazione Giovanni e Francesca Falcone

Mexico-Public Policy Initiative Grant
Taiwan-National Chengchi University Awards in International Studies

UK-Aberystwyth University Award for International Relations
UK-London School of Economics and Political Science Award
UK-Northern Ireland Assembly Award in Legislative Studies

UK-University of Kent (Social Policy, History or Law)
UK-University of Kent Arab-Israeli Relations Award
EDUCATION:

UK-Institute of Education Award, University College London

MASTER’S DEGREE (GENERAL OR MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES):

Finland-Lappeenranta University of Technology

Finland-University of Helsinki International Master’s Degree Program

France-Ecole Normale Superieure (ENS) de Cachan

Ireland-Variety of Different Programs Available

Italy-Casten Family Foundation Award at the University of Gastronomic Sciences (Slow Food)

Mexico-Graduate Degree Grants

Netherlands- Various programs

South Korea- Korean Studies Graduate Degree Grants

UK-Aberdeen University, Theology, Religious Studies, Health Services

UK-Bristol University

UK-Cambridge University

UK-Cardiff University

UK-Durham University/Powers Award

UK-East Anglia University

UK-Essex University

UK-Exeter University

UK-Glasgow University (Non-clinical based subjects)

UK-Institute of Education Award, University College London

UK-Lancaster University Award

UK-Leeds University Award

UK-Leicester University Award
UK-Liverpool University Award

UK-London School of Economics Award

UK-Manchester University Award (not for MBA)

UK-Oxford Clarendon Scholarships (Doctoral Program)

UK-Sheffield University Award

UK-Southampton University Award

UK-Strathclyde University Research Award

UK-Sussex University Award

UK-University College of London

UK-Warwick University Scholarship

UK-University of York Award

UK-Birmingham University Award

UK-University of Kent (Social Policy, History or Law)

UK-University of Nottingham

UK-University of Newcastle Upon Tyne

UK-Royal Holloway Award, University of London

UK-University of St. Andrews Award (PhD in Arts, Humanities, and Divinity)

UK-School of Oriental & African Studies, University of London (many more disciplines!)